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if you want to play the game the most updated version, you can
download all the updates and patches on the official website as well.
we have complied the list of the most recent updates below. summer
operation update for battlefield 3 performance patch for battlefield 3

battlefield 3-in the name of the tsar update battlefield 3 fall update for
xbox 360 battlefield 3 patch is considered to be the most important
one. it allows players to join the game, even if the older version of
battlefield is already installed on their system. the battlefield 3 fall

update for xbox 360 consists of the following features. new weapons
the battlelog recorder scorestreaks c.r.a.m. mode granularity the game
is currently out of stock on steam. this means that the game has been

sold out. as of now, the game is being sold on the xbox live
marketplace and playstation network. the game is already loaded with

plenty of features that make the game come to life. the game is
compatible with the following devices: mac os x v10.6 or later pcs

using windows 7 pcs using windows vista ps3, xbox 360 this
installment uses the new frostbite 2 engine, which is the predecessor

of the frostbite 3 engine. its utilization is absent on the cut scenes, but
the visual quality remains excellent. we can say that this game

provides a different graphical experience than the previous battlefield
installment. furthermore, the sound effects are really impressive, and

the explosions are realistic.
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as previously mentioned, the
base as a part of the game

supports various graphics. the
technology of the graphics
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consists of several formats:
part static graphic, part by
models for displacement

(representing the field and
interactive objects in the

environment) in the
background, the resolution of
which can be either native or
half native (the remaining half

of the screen in the game
serves to the display of other
game elements). besides the

graphics, this 3d game
supports the microsoft directx

9.0, which gives the game
access to the fast, stable 3d

technology. the device with a
directx 9 graphics card requires

at least a system with a
processor speed of 1 ghz. and
here you can play the ultimate
action-packed shooter, which
you certainly don't want to

miss. battlefield 3, titled "call of
duty 4: world at war in british
english.", consists of up to a
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hundred people in the fight. all
soldiers participating in the

game are killed on their own
and are a part of the game. for

you and your friends have
become the target of all

enemies, as well as the enemy
in turn has chosen players as

the target, who attacked you or
who started the battle. this tag
team battle leads to the victory
of the side that is stronger and
has the most troops and other
equipment. at the time of the
start of the battle, each player
has their own territory, which
he can use and defend. the

game is based on the amazing
and very popular world war ii
era, which has been elevated
to a new level of action and

excitement. the game has been
researched and painstakingly
crafted to give the player an
immersive experience that

exceeds all expectations, and
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yet remains true to the game's
unique look and feel.
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